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现了一套基于 Web 的公安后勤电气设备管理系统。该系统基于.NET 平台，采用


















































With the further popularization and application of information technology, it also 
plays an increasingly important role in the public security system in the process of 
informatization. However, as the important aspect of logistics resource management 
of public security, electrical equipment management still has many problems. 
Especially with the enrichment of electrical equipment type, the increase in the 
number, is no longer a simple artificial management can cope with, have been unable 
to meet the needs of logistics management of public security work in the new period, 
become the logistics management of public security of an urgent task.  
Based on the above analysis, based on the in-depth research of a bureau of 
electrical equipment management status quo, a set of public security logistics 
electrical equipment management system based on Web has been designed and 
implemented. The system is based on the.net platform, using ASP programming 
language and MySQL database, which can provide equipment repair, maintenance for 
different business subject orders, maintenance evaluation, etc. Following the software 
engineering design thought, using the waterfall model, this dissertation describes in 
detail the analysis, design, and implementation process of the system, and the main 
contents are including:  
1, First the background and significance is introduced; and the research status at 
home and abroad are reviewed; then the urgency and necessity of development of 
system of great significance are t expounds.  
2, Fully analyzing the system development process, a number of key 
technologies for system development are described;  
3, Based on the analysis of application background and the construction goal, on 
the basis of in-depth business research, the feasibility of the construction of the 
system are analyzed; Through the user functional requirements, using UML diagram 
in the form of functional requirements of the system were analyzed; And the data flow 
of the system were analyzed;  
4, in describing the system design principle, the system architecture, network 
topology, function module partition were introduced in detail. Then the business 















On this basis, the detailed design of the system business processes and system 
database has been carried on;  
5, based on the.net platform, using ASP language and MySQL database, the 
system is implemented, then the system and testing system of the core function 
module.  
The construction and operation of the system would promote the public security 
logistics information management system of electric equipment, improve efficiency, 
enhance the business supervisory and regulatory process, improve the logistics service 
and the safeguard ability, strengthens the frontline policemen.  
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